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Preface

Vocational education and training established the direction of
travel for companies, regions and entire countries. The availability
of skilled workers determines the level of performance and the
ability to innovate within a globally competitive environment. This has an effect both on the eco
nomic power of a country and on the kind of social stability which is able to offer the foundations of
prosperity for broad sections of the population.
The overall population of the Middle East will reach a total of 650 million by the middle of the
century. This represents a virtual doubling of the number of inhabitants. The processes of societal
transformation of the recent past, coupled with demographic developments and a rate of youth
unemployment which has already reached a high level, require a rapid realignment and expansion of
many of the structures and systems of the Middle East and North African Region. Vocational train
ing is of outstanding significance in this regard.
Many new projects providing training for the labour market have already been instigated. They
are making an important contribution towards sustainable development in societies which are young
in both senses of the word. Thorough and lasting VET reform can open up the labour market for
young people and help alleviate high levels of youth unemployment.
“Training – Made in Germany” offers the necessary know-how to meet this challenge. Germany
has a long-standing tradition in vocational education and training and enjoys a high reputation
for the demand-driven and practical orientation of its qualification programmes. The integration
of professional, social and methodical competencies characterises the kind of knowledge German
partners can provide.
The initiative iMOVE was established by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research in
2001, in order to promote international business relations of German training providers with inter
national public and private organisations. iMOVE services include a multilingual database which
contains information about German training providers, seminars, trainings, and trade visits abroad.
This brochure presents eight success stories of skill development realised in a joint effort by
Arab and German partners. With its wide range of training offers and its strong emphasis on em
ployability, “Training – Made in Germany“ has the potential to successfully support and promote
ongoing transformation processes of Arab training systems.

Markus Milwa
Acting Director, iMOVE
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SKZ

German quality standards pave the way for
public projects
Products made of plastic are a permanent ac
companiment to our daily existence and mostly
remain with us throughout our lives. We rely
on their functionality, practicality and durabil
ity. The German Plastics Center SKZ has been
providing services to the plastics industry for
half a century.
The work the SKZ carries out is based on
four main pillars. It conducts tests to ensure
the quality of products, procedures, processing
techniques and tools. Extensive research brings
about improvement in products and production
technologies and enables development to take
place in accordance with the needs of the mar
ket. Certification of management systems con
stitutes an important instrument for increasing
performance and for achieving greater corporate
success. Finally, the SKZ is the market leader in
continuing training and knowledge transfer in
the plastics sector and trains more than 10,000
participants in the courses and seminars it holds
each year.
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The SKZ has been supporting German companies abroad
since the 1970s. Such companies are reliant on well trained lo
cally based skilled workers. The SKZ provides staff training to
enable full advantage to be taken of the benefits which plastics
offer whilst placing a particular emphasis on compliance with
safety standards. It has been delivering training services at a local
level in several countries since the 1990s. Operations in Dubai
began in 2008, since which time around 250 skilled workers have
undergone training. The success it has enjoyed has already been
presented at the “iMOVE Seminar on the Target Market United
Arab Emirates” staged in the spring of 2011.
A construction boom is underway in many Arab countries,
and there is a considerable degree of interest in applying the high
German quality standards to building works. In contrast to the
situation in Germany, there is no statutory requirement in the
Arab region for welders to hold particular licences. Notwithstand
ing this, many public invitations for tender now stipulate that
companies wishing to take part in the bidding process must dem
onstrate the qualification of their staff via a recognised examina
tion. The certificates issued by the SKZ in Dubai are held in high
esteem by dint of the fact that they comply with German quality
standards.

Internet: www.skz.de

Qualified skilled workers enable all the
benefits of a material to be exploited.

The training programme comprises certified courses for the
welding of plastic gas and water supply pipes and for the manu
facture of plastic liner sheets. These sealing materials were origi
nally developed for waste disposal sites and are used in Dubai for
such purposes as the securing of water features in hotel facilities,
where they prevent drainage and seepage into the ground of such
a precious resource.
The SKZ also offers country-specific conferences and con
gresses to specialist audiences. This involves interaction with top
ranking and expert speakers at a national and international level
and enables the SKZ to foster innovative transfer of knowledge
within the plastics industry. The main focus of interest of such
events is on materials and process technology, although overarch
ing branch-related and management topics are also covered.

The high degree of demand means that one
member of the SKZ’s staff has been permanently
deployed locally to take care of the organisation
of training units.
The success which the SKZ has achieved in
Dubai thus far establishes the ideal foundations
for an expansion of activities in the Arab region.
Plans are in place to establish a dedicated SKZ
Academy in Abu Dhabi in order to be able to
offer even better training to skilled workers in
the United Arab Emirates and its neighbouring
states.

The SKZ cooperates with local partners in its international
activities. Its partner in Dubai is the company BMC Gulf Trad
ing and Contract LLC, which has formed a joint venture to
gether with the SKZ. This was set up in 1998 and offers technical
engineering services for industrial and private projects across
the whole of the Middle East with a particular emphasis on the
United Arab Emirates.
The SKZ’s Dubai-based partner began by assuming respon
sibility for acquisition of participants and for the organisation of
the training courses. Its premises also house the training centre.
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Festo Didactic

German partner acts as an intermediary between
industry and higher education
Festo was founded in Esslingen in 1925 and is
a leading player in the field of pneumatic and
electrical drive technology and mechatronics for
industry and in the area of process automation
across a diverse range of branches including the
automotive, food, textiles and packaging sectors.
It has 14,600 staff worldwide who generate a
turnover of 1.8 billion euros.
The company was quick to recognise the
great need for practical technical training for
various technologies and processes, and estab
lished the subsidiary Festo Didactic for this
purpose as long ago as 1965. Training provision
at Festo Didactic extends well beyond the ap
plication of Festo’s product range.
Festo Didactic has a global workforce of
500, including 150 in Germany. Total annual
turnover is 90 million euros, half of this being
achieved in Germany. The company maintains
active operations in a total of 176 countries via

59 foreign branches and 40 representatives and does business in
over 30 different languages.
Festo Didactic sets up its own workshops as well as acting
on behalf of companies, universities, chambers and ministries to
establish training centres and laboratories. It is a training provider
which takes account of the concerns and requirements of local in
dustry in a targeted way. Years of experience in the preparation of
international market studies have provided Festo Didactic with a
precise awareness of the demands which companies make of their
workers. This font of knowledge acts as a resource for the plan
ning and implementation of training institutions which produce
qualified skilled workers.
One particularly successful example of such a training centre
is to be found at the University of Damascus, the oldest and
largest institute of higher education in Syria. The university was
seeking to intensify its cooperation with Syrian industry, and to
this end engaged Festo Didactic in 2008 to design and establish an
appropriate training infrastructure. This training centre is today
operating at full capacity eleven hours a day and six days per
week.

Internet: www.festo-didactic.com
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ty to trade and industry as well as branch
dependence are important success factors.

It consists of three large training halls in which around 40
people can be taught at the same time. The wishes of the most
important local branches, textiles, food, packaging and engi
neering, have been taken into account in the way in which the
individual training stations have been equipped. The University
Departments of Industrial Automation, Mechanical Engineering,
Electrical Engineering, IT und Textiles all take advantage of the
facility. Such multiple use fosters synergetic cooperation between
faculties in many areas. Interested parties from industry are also
able to book the training centre for their own seminars, and this
further intensifies the transfer of know-how between teaching
and practice.
18 university staff members have become official trainers
by visiting Germany for Festo Didactic training on the special
infrastructure of the training centre. Such a large number of
qualified and highly motivated trainers ensures that the facility is
highly accessible. Even after completion of the training centre and
official adoption by the university, Festo Didactic is and remains a
closely involved partner and a regular point of contact for updates
of software and learning materials.
Festo Didactic has been active in many Arab states for a
number of years. Demographic developments in these countries
are continuing to bring about an increase in training require

ments whereas governments are increasingly
investing in the establishment of educational
structures and provision. Festo Didactic is a par
ticularly popular know-how partner in the Arab
world, where customers especially appreciate
the company’s proximity to trade and industry
and its branch independence. Festo Didactic’s
many years of experience also provide a basis for
co-involvement in the development of curricula
and assistance in the formation of partnerships
between German and Arab universities.
The outstanding reputation which German
technology enjoys in the Arab world offers a
further benefit to Festo Didactic. The regard
in which it is held and the positive experiences
which Arab partners have gained through
cooperating with their German partners are
also colouring German training provision. Festo
Didactic’s many years of membership in the
iMOVE Network are not the least of the factors
leading to discernable successes in terms of pub
lic perception of the company. This is a platform
which Festo Didactic aims to continue to exploit
in the future.
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consultant-net Unternehmensberatung GmbH

Employees acting as brand ambassadors
Qualified staff are nowadays more than ever
considered to be a crucial engine of change for
the implementation of corporate visions and
strategies. It is enormously important in terms
of achieving success if a company can fire the
enthusiasm of its employees for its brand and
objectives and also use this enthusiasm as a vehi
cle for passing on the message to customers.
The essential benchmarks under which the
management consultancy firm consultant-net
Unternehmensberatung GmbH operates are
defined as “Passion. People. Performance”. The
company works on behalf of its customers to
strengthen employee commitment to corporate
and brand philosophy within the company in
question. consultant-net conveys the target
customer brand experience. The company was
founded in 2000, and its specialities include
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sales training for the introduction of new products and services,
management training and training aimed at achieving the correct
brand behaviour on the part of employees. Premium brands from
the automobile branch (BMW), the energy sector (Shell), the
medical technology market (Siemens) and the chemical industry
(BASF, Bayer) all form part of its customer base.
consultant-net’s founders had already built up a wealth of
experience in foreign activities in the positions they had held
prior to the company’s establishment. This meant that interna
tional business was an integral part of consultant-net’s corporate
philosophy from the very outset and has grown from an initial 20
percent to around 50 percent today.
As is seeks to strengthen its international business further,
consultant-net has become involved in the iMOVE Network and
in the iMOVE Provider Database. The company has hitherto
tended to find its markets and international partners via German
companies which have paved the way for joint projects. Business
contacts abroad are frequently importers and distributors of German products. consultant-net uses the import agreements of local
firms with German producers as a basis for concluding frame
work agreements for the training of local staff.

Internet: www.consultant-net.de

Training reflects daily work routine.

consultant-net has been cooperating with BMW import
ers Smeia in Morocco and CFAO in Algeria since 2008. It stages
several training courses per year in these locations. These courses
are up to one week’s duration, and each course trains between ten
and 40 participants. When the new Mini model was launched
by BMW, the company staged a course which enabled sales and
service staff to practise their product arguments. It also provided
training for the new Mini brand strategy and soft skills training
encompassing new service processes.
Training sessions at consultant-net comprise a large number
of short modules which often change every 20 minutes. Such a
cycle reflects the daily routine of participants and thus displays a
particularly high level of realism and proximity to practice. This
approach also fosters and reinforces the attentiveness and concen
tration of learners on an ongoing basis.

The intensive amount of interaction which
takes place with colleagues is a further impor
tant characteristic of the training offered by
consultant-net. This is something to which the
participants are not accustomed from previ
ous training courses, most of which will have
involved teaching from the front. Only around
40 per cent of consultant-net training courses
consist of theoretical input, whereas 60 per
cent focus on the imparting of practical on-site
information.
One of the advantages which German
companies enjoy in Algeria and Morocco is that
cooperation is not moulded by colonial his
tory. Many French trainers offer conventionally
structured courses. Although prices charged for
these courses are lower, the German provider
consultant-net – which also operates in the Arab
Region in Egypt and Dubai – has adopted a
long-term approach based on quality of ser
vices and customer proximity. In Algeria and
Morocco, this of course also includes imparting
learning content in French.
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gpdm

Providing direct experience of German training
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Prior to a training visit to Germany, a group of
young students from the United Arab Emirates
had no idea of how many parts a hole punch
contains and no conception of just how precisely
such a product needs to be manufactured in
order for it to work properly. A period spent at a
German company provided them with handson experience of tools and machines and a first
opportunity to see with their own eyes why
German technology is in such strong demand
internationally. The 15- to 17-year-olds were
even able to take a hole punch they had manufactured themselves back home with them.

Students spend seven hours a day in a workshop. Many wish
to go on to careers in manufacturing and engineering. All are
familiar with the products of Volkswagen, Porsche and Mercedes
and have a desire to find out about the underlying technology.
The exchange programme provides them with their first opportunity to gain basic practical experiences.

The Summer Training Camp (STC) is
organised by the German educational services
provider gpdm and last year attracted 16 pupils
from the United Arab Emirates when it was
staged for the first time. The STC is an exchange
programme which aims to provide young technical students from the United Arab Emirates
with direct experience of the unique combination of theory and practice offered by German
training. The programme extends over a period
of one month. After a fortnight of technical
training in the company’s own training centre,
participants complete a further two-week practical placement at a German company. At the end
of the course, the centre issues each participant
with a certificate including all details regarding
the period of training, activities undertaken and
work performed.

The Summer Training Camp is organised by gpdm. The
business field in which the company operates is the development and realisation of future-looking educational approaches in
vocational training. gpdm is a consultancy-based company which
was formed in Paderborn in 1997 and which has been active
internationally since 2003. Its core areas of expertise include the
development of young skilled workers and of specialist staff and

The training visit is supplemented by a “Discover Germany
Programme”, which enables participants to immerse themselves
in the German lifestyle. A weekend trip to Berlin, a day excursion
to Bremen, sightseeing in North Rhine-Westphalia and numerous leisure activities all provide the young people with a chance to
experience German culture at first hand.

tional training leading to more extensive
use of technologies “Made in Germany”

the establishment of educational networks at home and abroad.
Services are commissioned by ministries, employment agencies
and companies.
gpdm stages the Summer Training Camp in conjunction
with its partner, the Institute of Applied Technology (IAT) in Abu
Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. The IAT is familiar with German
dual VET and appreciates the extremely successful manner in
which this model combines theoretical knowledge and practice.
The four-week gpdm training module provides a brief and con
centrated insight into German training and was devised with the
requirements of the students at the IAT in mind.
The programme ran for the second time this year and fea
tured several innovations introduced as a result of experiences
gained from the first staging last year. Two initial information
events were held in Abu Dhabi, and the IAT conducted an assess
ment of participant selection. Two mentors from the Emirates
also travelled with the group on this occasion to provide support.
A 15-percent increase in the number of those taking part was
achieved.
gpdm is planning two courses for 20 male pupils each and
one for female pupils for next year. The girls’ course will supple
ment its programme provision, which is already fostering training

Internet: www.gpdm.de

for Arab girls and women in the form of the
FATIMA pilot project. A study programme for
students from the Emirates is currently being
drawn up.
The main foundations of the success which
gpdm has enjoyed in the Arab region with the
series of educational programmes it offers are
the large number of business trips to and stays of
gpdm staff in the respective countries and their
intercultural competence. Strategy workshops
and seminars on target markets organised by
iMOVE have also contributed to this develop
ment. The involvement which gpdm has entered
into abroad has enabled the company to achieve
a significant increase in the number of staff it
employs and in the turnover it generates and has
also given rise to the expectation that the success
of these international cooperation agreements
will be reflected in the medium-term by even
more extensive use within the Arab world of
technologies “Made in Germany”.
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Water-Energy-Building – Training & Transfer (WEB-TT)

Vocational education and training opens up access to
environmentally friendly technologies
The “Water-Energy-Building – Training &
Transfer” (WEB-TT) Project, which is be
ing conducted under the lead management of
the Technical University of Berlin and aims at
strengthening Egyptian vocational education
and training in the construction sector, was
launched on April 8th, 2011, with a kick-off
workshop. Two main objectives are being pur
sued. These are to use vocational education and
training as a vehicle for making environmentally
friendly and resource-saving technologies acces
sible to the Egyptian population and to establish
the foundations for the long-term and broadly
based deployment of these technologies within
the country.
A total of eight partners are designing and
piloting VET modules in Egypt within the scope
of the project, which is scheduled for a term of
three years. The project is providing services to
the value of 1.7 million euros and is receiving
around 1.1 million euros in funding from the
Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF) as part of its “Educational Export
through German Providers” programme.

Egypt needs 350,000 new homes every year. In the light of
the increase of more than 70 percent in energy consumption
which has taken place in the country since 1980 – 90 percent of
this being accounted for by fossil fuels – resource-saving residen
tial construction is taking on a significant role. As early as 1996,
consumption of fresh water had also already reached 127 percent
of renewable resources, a level far above that which nature is able
to regenerate. Egypt has a population of around 80 million, half of
whom are under 25 years of age. The country’s people need both
employment as well as sustainable and low-cost accommodation
erected by qualified skilled workers.
The goal of the WEB-TT Project is to develop exemplary
solutions to address these prevailing conditions and requirements
whilst linking innovative and sustainable technologies with train
ing modules which are aligned to the circumstances in Egypt and
which cover water supply and disposal, energy technology and
the construction trades. The aims of offering training via these
packages include the facilitation of installation and maintenance
works integrating innovative and sustainable technologies which
are delivered by German providers and which have been adapted
to meet local conditions.

Thema: Technologiegestütztes Sprachtraining
für alle Branchen

Water-Energy-Building
Festangestellte: 120
training andFreie
transfer
Mitarbeiter: 600 (Sprachlehrer und Tutoren)
Internet: www.web-tt.org
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Zielmärkte: Europa, Fernost, Golfregion,
Südamerika

Internet: www.digitalpublishing.de

al training contributes to the sustainable
development of a young society.

The project partners comprise a consortium made up of
technology companies, initial and continuing training provid
ers and academic research institutions. It also includes several
organisational units from the Technical University of Berlin,
the Osnabrück-Emsland Chamber of Crafts and Trades, the
Construction Training Centre in Hamburg, the Federal Train
ing Centre for Carpentry and the Finishing Trades, the German
Water Partnership (GWP) in its capacity as a joint initiative by the
German water industry, the training provider ModernLearning,
the research and consultancy firm inter 3 and the international
pump manufacturer WILO SE.
These partners are planning to establish an exemplary VET
centre near Cairo in order to serve demand in a realistic manner
and to test results in practice. This centre will form part of the
“Haram City” settlement, which is currently under construction
and which will contain 50,000 residential units.

the contents and structures of which will be sub
ject to German higher education legislation. The
courses provided will be Energy Engineering,
Urban Development und Water Engineering.
The project is being implemented during
a challenging period of upheaval and at a time
when a process of transformation is ongoing in
Egypt. This will enable it to make a contribution
towards the sustainable development of a society
which is young in both senses of the word. The
pilot project aims at demonstrating transferabil
ity of the model to other countries.

The WEB-TT Project is housed at the Technical University of
Berlin and has been developed on the basis of the design concept
of the “Campus El Gouna Central Institute”, which will operate
a representative office for the University at the Red Sea from the
spring of 2012. At this location, the Technical University of Berlin
will be the first German university in Egypt to offer three Masters
courses of study tailored to meet the requirements of the region,
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Wacker Academy

Global networking solves local problems
The dynamic speed of urban development and
of the emergence of metropolitan centres is be
ing driven by a desire for better living conditions
on the part of inhabitants and is a worldwide
megatrend. At the same time, endeavours are
also growing to achieve energy savings, a reduc
tion in carbon dioxide emissions and environ
mentally friendly construction. The German
company Wacker Chemie AG develops and
distributes products which assist people all over
the world in realising their aims of sustainable
environmental protection during the construc
tion process.
Wacker Chemie AG is a global chemical
group which operates in the business divisions
of silicon and polymer chemistry, bio-solutions,
polysilicon manufacture and semi-conductor
technology. Its most important customers are
in the semi-conductor, solar and construction
industries followed by the textile, automobile,
energy and adhesives sectors.

The company was founded in 1914 and now supplies over
3,500 products to more than 3,500 customers in over 100 coun
tries. Overall turnover last year was 4.926 billion euros, 81 percent
of which was achieved on international markets. The company
has 26 production locations across the world as well as a large
number of subsidiaries and sales offices and 20 Technical Centres.
The Wacker Academy was set up in 2007 in response to the
growing demand for customer, retailer and staff training courses
on Wacker products and final applications. It acts as the group’s
international training and competence centre and primarily
focuses on offering comprehensive specialist courses in con
struction chemistry. These cover polymer chemistry and also
encompass aspects of silicon applications which are relevant to
the construction industry. In addition to this, the programme is
increasingly concentrating on interdisciplinary courses such as
seminars on energy-efficient building and buildings protection.
Interested parties can also undertake specific chemistry
courses to obtain information relating to other branches of indus
try such as the cosmetics and paint sectors. All the events staged
provide the ideal framework for participants to establish contacts
within their own branch and form networks. This enables the
group to foster the transfer of customer and partner know-how
at a local level. Alongside experts from Wacker itself, trainers also
include external specialists and university lecturers.
The Wacker Academy in Dubai is housed on the site of
the local Technical Centre and has been established in order
to continue to tap into the rapidly growing market for modern
construction chemistry products in the Arab Region. Wacker spe
cialists use the Technical Centre to test recipes for the construc
tion industry under the prevailing climatic conditions and using
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As much theory as necessary and
as much practice as possible

local raw materials. The Centre also supports customers with any
construction chemistry problems which may arise and works on
quality standards for the construction industry which are applica
ble at an international level.
The Academy was opened in April 2010 to coincide with the
tenth anniversary of Wacker Chemicals Middle East, Wacker’s lo
cal representative office in Dubai. The seminar programme takes
the particular requirements of the Middle Eastern construction
chemistry branch into account. Product seminars offer a varied
mix of theoretical presentations held in the training building and
the practical demonstration of tests and standards in the techni
cal applications laboratory. They impart basic information and
specialised professional knowledge on polymer-based binding
agents in dry mortar systems and on silicon-based applications.
The product training courses provide participants with a choice
between gaining an overview of all applications or attending
special training courses which adopt a targeted approach towards
shedding light on a particular field of application. Seminars are
always planned in accordance with the motto “as much theory
as necessary and as much practice as possible”. The proximity to
the technical application laboratories at the Technical Centre in
Dubai also encourages a lively exchange of views between special
ists and creates the ideal conditions for customer support.

In establishing global networking whilst at
the same time focusing on local and regional
requirements and needs, the Wacker Academy
is able to have recourse to international know
how to solve specific problems within branches,
markets and regions. For this reason, it sees itself
as an expert forum and know-how multiplier
which drives forwards the international ex
change of specialist knowledge on sustainable
and energy-efficient construction.

Internet: www.wacker.com
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ELABO TrainingsSysteme GmbH (ETS)

An intelligent infrastructure for modern transfer
of knowledge
The company ELABO TrainingsSysteme (ETS)
develops, produces and markets technical
training systems in accordance with German
standards. It is a family-run SME which offers
solutions extending to encompass the planning
and equipping of complete laboratory facilities
and institutes in the fields of electrical engineer
ing, electronics, IT, mechatronics and mechanical
engineering.
The concepts and solutions ETS provides are
closely aligned to the respective curriculum pur
sued by the customer (including country-specific
curricula) and often contain extensive networking
of workplaces and work systems. An “intelligent”
infrastructure of this nature nowadays serves as
the basis for the modern and tailored imparting
of knowledge in many areas.

ETS has achieved outstanding business development both in
Germany and internationally over recent years. The main reason
for this success is the deployment of technical innovations which
are oriented towards customer requirements and which in produc
tion technology terms set trends for the whole branch. Innova
tions include, for example, the introduction of training systems
with multi-coloured front panels. These panels feature graphical
explanations and symbols to support the active learning process
whilst experimentation takes place. The highlighting of various
applications acts as a vehicle for explaining functional correlations,
facilitating commissioning and fostering the competence oriented
learning process in accordance with an approach rooted in “cogni
tive didactics”.
ELABO TrainingsSysteme has been intensively pursuing the
internationalisation of its own operations for ten years. Although
the initial marketing strategy in this regard focused on other Euro
pean countries, the company has now been active on a worldwide
basis for the past five years. In order to expand this area of business,
ETS has also made use of iMOVE provisions such as the GermanArab Education and Vocational Training Forum and a delegation
visit to Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Bahrain. Turnover is now growing
at an annual rate of between 10 and 15 per cent. In many countries,
the proportion of people identifying career aims and participating
in training itself is set to remain high for the long term, and this
means that that business development is expected to be favourable
for the foreseeable future.
ETS has recruited a dedicated “Middle East” member of staff
to provide targeted support for customers in the region, for foreign
partner companies operating there and for its regional distribution
network. This employee’s knowledge of the Arabic language and
local culture has enabled the company to establish a permanent
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The aim is the sustainable and
holistic development of young people.

bridgehead to the Arab world. He also enjoys the support of a pro
ject team from Germany which is able to react in an opportune and
timely manner to requirements from abroad.
Saudi Arabia’s economy is undergoing a process of growing di
versification. The country aims to reduce dependency on oil whilst
also promoting the sustainable and holistic development of its
young people. In order for this to take place, modern future-proof
jobs and appropriate vocational training are needed. This means
that there is an enormous amount of ground to be made up across
all segments of vocational education and training. At the present
time, those completing vocational schooling often experience
problems in finding employment whilst aspiring vocational school
teachers are sent abroad for training.
In order to be able to cover labour market demand with well
trained skilled workers from within the country, the Saudi Arabian
royal family is making massive investments in the modernisation
and expansion of the educational system. The endeavours being
undertaken in VET constitute a particular area in which Saudi Ara
bia is seeking considerable assistance in the form of international
cooperation agreements, preferably with German partners.
The International Services Division of the German Agency for
International Cooperation (GIZ IS) has been commissioned by the
Saudi VET authority Technical and Vocational Training Corpora-

tion (TVTC) to establish the first Technical Train
ers College (TTC) in Riyadh. ETS is one of the
project partners involved and was assigned with
the task of equipping workshops and laboratories
for the specialist areas of “Electrical Engineering”,
“Electronics” and “Mechanical Engineering”.
The TTC is the first institution of its kind
and has been designated a “Center of Excellence”
providing practical training to the standard
required by industry. It offers a three-year pro
gramme leading to a Bachelor qualification for
trainers from a range of technical disciplines and
pursues a new learning approach involving the
combination of occupationally specific training
with pedagogical units for VET trainers. Students
are also provided with their first practical experi
ences in the form of mandatory placements and
also complete courses in applied pedagogy.
ETS carried out the local works to establish
and expand the training facilities using its own
German staff. The local network of distributors,
which has been acting as a direct customer con
tact partner since the completion of the works,
was also integrated in the installation phase.
The TTC accepted its first 150 students in
2009. Its target capacity is 1,200, a figure which
will be reached next year. This means that 400
new trainers will be available to the training mar
ket from 2012 onwards.

Internet: www.elabo-ts.com
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Gesellschaft für Schweißtechnik International mbH (GSI)

Vocational training strengthens export power of industry
Economic and demographic developments in
Egypt are giving rise to the expectation that
there will be an increasing need for training
in the field of welding technology. This is an
area in which the Egyptian government has
for several years been relying on cooperation
entered into with German specialists from the
Gesellschaft für Schweißtechnik International
mbH (GSI). German joining technology enjoys
a first-class reputation throughout the world. In
order to maintain the high standards of quality,
a broad network of institutes operating in the
field of welding technology has been set up in
Germany (SLV = Schweißtechnische Lehr- und
Versuchsanstalt). The main focus here is on initial and continuing training, and this facilitates
the rapid and sustainable dissemination of the
latest research results.
The GSI was founded in 1999 and is a nonprofit consortium of six teaching and research
institutes in the welding technology sector.
Individual institutes can look back on more than
80 years of experience in joining and materials technology. The GSI achieved a turnover of
around 68 million euros last year, 60 percent of
which was generated via vocational and continuing training in welding technology.
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The GSI has approximately 600 permanent employees in Germany and offers both traditional vocational education and training in the occupation of welder as well as specialised continuing
training for engineers and technicians. It stages around 250
theoretical courses per year and also puts on practical training for
a total of 35,000 to 40,000 participants.
The SLVs began to pursue activities outside Germany during
the 1970s. At the time, more and more German companies were
relocating production abroad and training of the international
staff was subsequently being provided by German welding specialists.
The 1980s brought growing foreign interest in consultancy
services and in support services for the establishment of training institutions in welding technology. This led to the founding
of the GSI’s first branch in the Czech Republic in 1992. This was
followed in the present century by new branches in Poland, Egypt,
Turkey, China and the Baltic Region.
The Egyptian subsidiary GEWC (German Egyptian Welding
Center) was set up in El Obour in 2005 once extensive monitoring
of the Egyptian market had taken place. Despite having a population of about 80 million – approximately the same level as Germany – Egypt was in the same position as many of its neighbouring Arab states in not having a single technical welding institute
to cover high requirements in terms of skilled welding workers.

Internet: www.gsi-slv.de/en

sic and continuing training are provided
hin the framework of a modular system.

An initiative instigated by president Hosni Mubarek and
chancellor Helmut Kohl in 1996 and involving a project for the
vocational training of young school leavers in Egypt provided a
further significant impetus for the founding of the Egyptian GSI
branch. The aim of the Mubarek-Kohl initiative was to strengthen
the Egyptian economy by providing qualified vocational educa
tion and training. Those completing intermediate secondary
school in Egypt were given an opportunity to learn one of around
30 occupations. 1,600 companies providing training and 40 voca
tional schools were available. Training was of three years’ duration
in each case and comprised four days per week of company-based
training and 2 days per week of vocational school teaching. The
project ran for twelve years and supported over 30,000 training
contracts. Provision of welding technology was, however, only
rudimentary.
The Egyptian GSI branch is a joint venture between the GSI
and the company Al Salem, for many years a sales partner of German and European companies engaged in welding technology.
The Director is an experienced GSI member of staff who wished
to return to his homeland of Egypt after many years spent in
Germany.
The training workshop was designed along German lines. To
begin with, the GSI took on responsibility for training trainers for
the Vocational Training Center of the Industrial Training Council
(ITC) at the Egyptian Ministry of Industry. Today, local skilled
workers have attained a degree of qualification which enables the
results of their work to reach international standards and allows
them to act as a boost to company exports. Processes such as TIG
welding, MAG welding and arc welding are being taught to staff
of German and Egyptian firms. Companies such as Ferrometalco,
Mercedes Benz and SIAG Schaaf Industrie AG, a leading supplier

in the wind energy sector, are taking advantage
of the services which the GEWC is able to offer.
100 skilled workers have been trained so
far. Basic and continuing training are pro
vided in accordance with the regulations of the
Deutscher Verband für Schweißen und ver
wandte Verfahren (DVS) within the framework
of a modular system. Duration of courses is
between two weeks and three months.
Welders are required to resit examinations
every two years. The purpose of this compulsory
repetition is the retention of manual dexterity.
Companies which undertake manufacturing
work for international markets must provide
new evidence of the current validity of their
staff ’s examination status on an ongoing basis as
part of their quality control.
The GSI branch in El Obour has not been
immune from the international financial crisis
and the latest political crisis in Egypt, although
partial compensation has come in the form of
a large-scale project instigated by the Egyptian
State to create a further welding technology
training centre in Suez based on the successful
model in El Obour. The GSI has been actively
involved in fulfilling publicly awarded contracts
for the establishment of courses for conventional
and underwater welding and for non-destructive
testing.
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iMOVE
iMOVE is an initiative of the Federal Ministry of Education and Research. Our
mission is to promote international cooperation and business relations among
German training providers and international public and private organisations.
Our services:
• Trade Missions
• Trade Fair Presentations, Vocational Education and Training Workshops and
Business to Business Meetings
• Networking Events and Seminars Pertaining to Select Target Markets
• Workshops on Internationalisation and Education Marketing
• Conferences and Conventions
•
•
•
•

24 Country Market Studies
A Study on the Economic Significance of German Education Exports
Trendbarometer of the German Continuing Education Sector
Handbooks, Best-Practice Brochures

• Internet Portal in seven Languages, iMOVE-Provider Database and
an Interactive Cooperation Exchange
• Electronic Newsletter

www.imove-germany.de
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iMOVE
at the Federal Institute for
Vocational Education and Training (BIBB)
Robert-Schuman-Platz 3
53175 Bonn
Phone: +49 (0)228 107-1745
Fax:
+49 (0)228 107-2895
E-mail: info@imove-germany.de
Internet: www.imove-germany.de

